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ABSTRACT

We report on the progress made on the research project carried during the MPA Kavli Summer

Program for Astrophysics 2023, which is centered around ”Lives, deaths and afterlives of interacting

stars”. The aim of this project is to study the impact of the rejuvenation process occurring during

a first stable mass transfer on a later phase of common envelope evolution. To do so, we perform

3D hydrodynamics simulations of the common envelope evolution of a 18 M⊙ red supergiant and a

1.4 M⊙ companion. We compare two sets of simulations, one with a rejuvenated donor and one with

a non-rejuvenated donor, to characterise the effect of the rejuvenation on the outcome of the common

envelope phase. We find that rejuvenation does impact the speed of the inspiral, the shape of the

ejecta and the amount of mass unbound from the envelope. In our simulations, taking rejuvenation

into account resulted in a faster inspiral and less efficient envelope unbinding. It also yields a tighter

envelope, which shows stronger asymmetries than in the case of a non-rejuvenated envelope.

Keywords: Common envelope binary stars (2156) — Common envelope evolution (2154) — Hydro-

dynamics (1963) — Hydrodynamical simulations (767) — Interacting binary stars (801)

1. INTRODUCTION

An important fraction of stars are found in binary sys-
tems (Abt & Levy 1976; Bonnell et al. 2004; Duchêne &

Kraus 2013; Moe & Di Stefano 2017), especially massive

stars (Mason et al. 2009; Sana & Evans 2010). These

binary systems show a large variety of configurations,

ranging from very wide systems with separation of thou-

sands of AUs to binaries with periods of a few min-

utes. In the case of a close binary, the proximity of the

two stars is such that they will likely interact via mass

transfer and their evolution will strongly diverge from

that of a single star (Podsiadlowski et al. 1992; Sana

et al. 2012; Langer 2012; Smith 2014; De Marco & Iz-

zard 2017). In particular, close binaries commonly go

through phases of stable mass transfer through Roche
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Lobe overflow (RLOF). During this phase, the donor

star overfills its Roche Lobe, and material leaves the

potential well of the donor to be accreted by the com-
panion, altering its structure in various ways (Packet

1981; Cantiello et al. 2007; Renzo & Götberg 2021). A

main sequence (MS) star accretor with a convective core

is expected to undergo a rejuvenation process during

which its core expands and increases its hydrogen con-

tent through convective mixing (Hellings 1983). Besides

increasing the lifetime of the accretor, this process also

alters the structure of its core-envelope boundary (CEB)

region. Recently, Renzo et al. (2023) found that the

rejuvenation process lowers the binding energy of the

CEB, which is of particular interest if the system later

undergoes common envelope evolution (CEE) with the

rejuvenated star as donor.

CEE is a phase of binary evolution during which the

secondary star plunges in the envelope of a giant pri-

mary and orbit its core (Paczynski 1976; Ivanova et al.
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2013b). The drag excerced on the companion by the

envelope causes the orbit to decay, transferring energy

and angular momentum to the envelope and potentially

unbinding it. The outcomes of CEE are still very un-

certain: a successfully ejected envelope should lead to a

short period binary that could emit gravitational waves,

but if part of the envelope remains bound the binary

might not survive. It could then merge as luminous red

novae (Ivanova et al. 2013a; Pejcha 2020) or become a

Thorne-Zẏtkow object Thorne & Zytkow (1977). CEE

is an important formation channel for close binaries, and

while it has been extensively studied, it is still unclear

which physical processes are involved in the ejection of

the envelope.

Since the outcome of CEE strongly depends on the

unbinding of the envelope, the fact that rejuvenation

lowers the binding energy of the CEB is of particular

interest when studying the outcome of CEE. The CEB

is the region where most of the binding energy is stored,

therefore a CEE with a rejuvenated donor might eject

a larger part of the envelope and significantly influence

the outcome of the CEE. This scenario is of interest for

formation channels of binary black holes and neutron

stars that expect a first phase of stable mass transfer be-

fore CEE (Tutukov & Yungelson 1993; Belczynski et al.

2016; Tauris et al. 2017). In such cases, the rejuvenation

of the MS accretor during the first mass transfer phase

could help unbinding its envelope when it takes the role

of the giant donor during a later CEE.

In this paper, we aim to investigate how past reju-

venation of a CEE donor impacts the unbinding of the

envelope during CEE. To do so, we perform 3D hydro-

dynamics simulations of the inspiral phase of the CEE

with rejuvenated and non-rejuvenated donor models ob-

tained by Renzo et al. (2023). We briefly describe the

initial stellar models for the donor star as well as the

setup of our hydrodynamics simulations in Section 2.

We present our current results in Section 3 and present

our preliminary conclusion in Section 4.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS

Our simulations make use of FLASH 4.5 (Fryxell et al.

2000; Dubey et al. 2008), an adaptive mesh refinement

(AMR) hydrodynamics code. We use the direction-

ally split piecewise parabolic method (PPM) solver sup-

plied with FLASH together with the Helmholtz equation

of state, parallel FFT-based multigrid Poisson solver

(Ricker 2008; Daley et al. 2012), and a second-order

leapfrog time integrator for particles. Simulations take

place within a 3D Cartesian volume 72 AU on a side,

with “diode” boundary conditions for hydrodynamics

and isolated boundary conditions for the gravitational

field.

To initialize each simulation, we begin with a 1D

MESA model for the donor (described below). Since the

star’s actual core is very difficult to resolve, we replace

it with a numerical core following a procedure similar

to that described by Ohlmann et al. (2017). Given a

choice of numerical core radius rc, to the MESA model

at this radius we join a solution of the modified Lane-

Emden equation representing a gaseous polytrope in the

potential of a uniform-density spherical core of massMc,

which satisfies

d

dξ

(
ξ2

dθ

dξ

)
+ ξ2(θn + θnc ) = 0 . (1)

Here we adopt the customary definitions for the density

and radius variables θ and ξ via

ρ ≡ ρ0θ
n , r ≡ αξ , (2)

where ρ0 is the central density, n is the polytropic index,

and α is the scale height. This equation differs from the

normal Lane-Emden equation by one term involving

θnc ≡ Mc

4πr3cρ0
. (3)

The density ρ(rc) and pressure P (rc) are used to de-

termine the polytrope’s specific entropy K ≡ P/ργ and

thus also α2 = K(n+1)
4πG ρ

1/n−1
0 . The polytropic index n is

set using the adiabatic index reported by the equation

of state at r = rc via n = 1/[γ(rc) − 1]. Isotopic abun-

dances are also matched and held constant throughout

the polytrope. The core mass Mc and polytrope central

density ρ0 are varied in a nested pair of bisection loops

until a solution that matches the density and enclosed

mass at rc is found. The part of the MESA model inside

rc is replaced by the polytrope, and the derived core

mass is used to initialize a collisionless particle at the

center of the star. The companion star is also initialized

as a particle but with mass 1.4M⊙.

The particles representing the numerical donor core

and the companion interact only gravitationally with the

gas. The interaction is determined by computing the ac-

celeration due to the two cores in each mesh zone and

storing it as an AMR variable that is added to the finite-

differenced gas potential found with the Poisson solver.

The acceleration of each core due to the gas is summed

during this loop in such a way as to ensure momentum

conservation. The donor core and companion also expe-

rience a mutual gravitational interaction. This method

differs from the technique used in previous FLASH com-

mon envelope simulations and yields greatly improved
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conservation properties, though because the gas gravi-

tational acceleration is not explicitly conserved, and the

time centering of the gas and particle update steps is

not the same, we do not conserve momentum to within

roundoff error. We monitor conservation in each of the

runs and present these results in the Appendix.

Once the core properties have been determined, we

interpolate the modified MESA model onto the center

of the AMR grid and allow it to relax for 10 dynami-

cal times. Outside the giant, the gas is initialized as a

uniform “fluff” medium at rest with temperature and

density set to approximately balance any outflow due

unresolved pressure gradients at the stellar boundary

(25000 K and 10−12 g cm−3). During this period we

damp the velocity field by multiplying all velocities by

0.9 at the end of each step. We then restart the sim-

ulation from a checkpoint file, turn off damping, and

add the companion star, placing it on the x-axis at a

separation ainit for which the Roche lobe radius (com-

puted using the Eggleton (1983) approximation) equals

the MESA model’s stellar radius. These initial sepa-

rations correspond to 843.92R⊙ (period 654.61 d) and

838.51R⊙ (period 641.08 d) for the rejuvenated and non-

rejuvenated donors, respectively. The common envelope

simulation is then run from this initial condition until

the orbit stabilizes or the separation of the two cores

becomes smaller than the sum of their radii (2rc).

While the donor is not quite in equilibrium with the

binary potential to begin with, because all runs begin

with this setup we expect the differences between them

to be mainly due to the differences in the donor model.

The AMR grid is refined by applying the default

FLASH second-derivative criterion to the density and

pressure and by requiring refinement of blocks contain-

ing any zone whose center is within 4rc of a stellar core.

We allow all blocks that contain a stellar core to refine

to a higher maximum refinement level than those that

do not. Convergence testing showed that, for the donor

models considered in this paper, we required the numer-

ical core radius to be at least 5 and preferably 10 times

the smallest zone spacing in order to stably relax the

donor. To avoid excessive refinement of the volume, we

force derefinement of blocks whose maximum density is

smaller than 10−10 g cm−3 or which lie outside a dis-

tance of 18 AU from the center of the computational

volume. Each AMR block contains 83 zones, and the

coarsest level of refinement contains 123 blocks.

The initial stellar profiles of the donor used in this

study are part of the models computed by Renzo et al.

(2023) using Mesa (version 15140, Paxton et al. 2011,

2013, 2015, 2018, 2019). We use their non-rotating

17.84 M⊙ single star for the non-rejuvenated donor and
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Figure 1. MESA stellar models for the rejuvenated (orange)
and non-rejuvenated (purple) stars, assuming αth = 1. Top
panel: Enclosed mass. Bottom panel: Ratio of the cumu-
lative binding energy of the rejuvenated star to that of the
non-rejuvenated star.

their 15 M⊙ accretor that reaches 17.41 M⊙ after case-

B mass transfer for the rejuvenated donor. Both donors

have a radius of 500 R⊙ and a metallicity of 0.10 Z⊙, and

have not started burning helium. In Figure 1 we show

how the cumulative binding energy profiles of the two

stellar models differ. The binding energy was calculated

using

BE(m,αth) = −
∫ M

m

(
− Gm′

r(m′)
+ αthu(m

′)

)
dm′ ,

(4)

where αth is the fraction of internal energy that can be

used to unbind the envelope.

For each stellar model we performed runs at several

different resolutions, varying the maximum level of re-

finement and the number of finest-level zones per nu-

merical core radius. Table 2 summarizes the different

simulations, and Figure 2 shows the density profiles af-

ter the replacement of the core for different resolutions,

as well as the initial MESA density and composition

profiles.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Evolution of the binary

We first examine the orbit of the binary during the

CEE, to find out if it stabilises or if the stellar cores
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Table 1. Simulations performed for this study.

Donor Core radius Min. cell Core mass Envelope

(R⊙) size (R⊙) (M⊙) mass (M⊙)

Rej. 25 5.0 7.91 9.50

25 2.5 7.91 9.50

6.25 0.625 7.44 9.97

Non-rej. 25 5.0 10.26 7.58

25 2.5 10.26 7.58

6.25 0.625 9.12 8.72

Figure 2. Density profiles of the donor at the start of the
CEE. Runs are labeled using their numerical core radius and
finest resolution. Upper panel: rejuvenated donor. Lower
panel: non-rejuvenated donor. Colored dots represent the
density profile for different resolutions and black lines rep-
resent the initial MESA profile. The gray solid and dashed
lines show the fractions of H and He respectively. The gray
dotted line represents the 25R⊙ core radius.

merge. The evolution of the separation of the binary is

shown in Fig 3 for both rejuvenated and non-rejuvenated

models. The separation of the binary can be separated

in two phases: the orbit first slowly decays, then the

inspiral starts and the separation decreases more rapidly.

During this inspiral phase, we observe small variations

Figure 3. Evolution of the separation of the binary during
the CEE for both rejuvenated (orange) and non-rejuvenated
(purple) donors. Solid and dashed lines show the separation
for (25, 2.5) and (25, 5.0) resolutions respectively. The black
dashed lines denote where the separation is equal to the sum
of the core radii 2Rcore = 50R⊙ and 2Rcore = 12R⊙.

in separation, which are due to the eccentricity of the

orbit. From Fig 3 it is clear that the pace of both phases

is affected by the resolution and the structure of the

donor.

The slow shirking of the orbit lasts around a year for

rejuvenated donors, while it takes between 4 and 6 years

for the companion to plunge in the envelope of non-

rejuvenated donors. Furthermore, the speed of the in-

spiral in the cases of a non-rejuvenated donor is slower

than for rejuvenated envelopes. As a result, the binaries

with rejuvenated donors reach the minimum separation

between cores after 4 years in our current finest resolu-

tion, while the non-rejuvenated case takes more than 7

years.

The difference in resolution also strongly impacts the

evolution of the binary separation, especially in the case

of the non-rejuvenated donor. For the same core size,

the runs with smaller minimum cell size show a slower

inspiral. Additionally, while using a smaller core ra-

dius has little effect in the rejuvenated donor, the case

Non-rej.(6, 0.63) shows strong differences with the other

non-rejuvenated runs with larger core radii, In particu-

lar, it shows much stronger variations of separation due

to eccentricity. This peculiar behaviour is indicative of

issues in the simulations, which we therefore need to fix

before drawing any real conclusion on the evolution of

the high resolution systems.

Finally, none of our simulations show a stabilised or-

bit, the separation of the binaries reaches 2Rcore before

the orbit can become stable. This is not surprising con-

sidering the high mass ratio of the binary and the large
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Model MK+P MK+P+Th Time final separation

(M⊙) (M⊙) (tdyn) (R⊙)

Rej.(25,5.0) 0.18 0.51 12.78 ≤ 50

Rej.(25,2.5) 0.21 0.56 16.01 ≤ 50

Rej.(6,0.63) 0.17 0.53 15.43 ≤ 12.5

Non-rej.(25,5.0) 0.032 0.56 24.14 ≤ 50

Non-rej.(25,2.5) 0.005 0.59 30.12 ≤ 50

Non-rej.(6,0.63) 0.075 0.37 26.44 ≤ 12.5

Table 2. Summary of the results of the simulations.

size of our donor cores imposed even in the highest res-

olution runs. It is therefore not possible to conclude

whether the stellar cores will merge or stabilise in a tight

orbit, and we can only derive an upper limit on the final

separation of the binary.

3.2. Outflows

We inspect the evolution of the shape of the outflow

and the envelope during the simulation in Fig 4 and

Fig 5. In both donor cases, we see the expected over-

densities due to the inspiral of the companion, but the

spirals appear slightly tighter in the case of the reju-

venated donor. From the slices of the equatorial plane

in Fig 4 we see that the non-rejuvenated envelope has

spread further by the end of the simulation than the

rejuvenated envelope. The outflow also appears more

spherically symmetric in the non-rejuvenated case. Ad-

ditionally, the slices of the meridional plane of the en-

velope in Fig 5 show strong spherical asymmetries, with

a large decrease in density around the polar axis. In

particular, the matter distribution in the rejuvenated

envelope appears very asymmetric with respect to the

z-axis of the grid.

The differences in the symmetries and shape of the

ejecta are partly due to the different speed at which the

companion spirals in. In particular, a slower inspiral

gives more time for the outflow to spread further, which

explains why the non-rejuvenated envelope is much more

extended at the end of the simulation. We will conduct

further analysis of the mass distribution in the envelope

in order to accurately define the impact of rejuvenation

on the shape of the outflows.

3.3. Mass loss

Since all the binaries reach their minimum separation

of 2Rcore in our current results, a part of the inspiral is

not resolved. Therefore, we can only find a lower limit

to the total mass lost by the envelope during the CEE of

our systems. In Fig 6 we show the amount of envelope

mass lost in our simulations, where a parcel of matter is

0.0 yrs 1 AU
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0.0 yrs

Rejuvenated

0.9 yrs 0.9 yrs

1.9 yrs 1.9 yrs

6.8 yrs 3.2 yrs

8.5 yrs 3.9 yrs

10−12 10−10 10−8 10−6

log(ρ/[g cm3])

Figure 4. Snapshots of the Rej.(25, 2.5) and Non-
rej.(25, 2.5) runs in the equatorial plane. Each panel shows
a density slice at z=0 and is 20 by 20 A.U. The donor core
and companion are denoted as grey points. Left panels: run
with non-rejuvenated donor Non-rej.(25, 10.0). Bottom pan-
els: run with rejuvenated donor Rej.(25, 10.0). First row:
start of the run. Second and third row: first grazing of
the envelope of the donor by the companion. Fourth row:
core-companion separation is around 2 A.U. Fifth row: core-
companion separation is 2 Rcore.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig 4 but in the meridional plane. Each
panel shows a density slice at y=0 and is 20 by 20 A.U. The
donor core and companion are denoted as blue points. Top
panels: run with rejuvenated donor Rej.(25, 10.0). Bottom
panels: run with non-rejuvenated donor Non-rej.(25, 10.0).
First and second column: first grazing of the envelope of the
donor by the companion. Third column: core-companion
separation is around 2 A.U. Fourth column: core-companion
separation is 2 Rcore.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the amount of unbound mass during
the CEE for different resolution and donor model. Orange
lines show the unbound mass considering a total energy cal-
culated using only the potential and kinetic energy of each
cell. Purple lines show the unbound mass considering a to-
tal energy calculated using the potential, kinetic and inter-
nal energy of each cell. Mass is considered unbound if its
total energy is positive. Left panel: Simulations with a non-
rejuvenated donor. Right panel: Simulations with a rejuve-
nated donor.

considered unbound if its total energy is positive. The

total energy of the element is derived in two ways: by

summing its potential, kinetic and internal energy, or

by just considering its potential and kinetic energy. The

former criterion implies that the internal energy of the

gas is converted to kinetic energy.

We first note that similarly to the evolution of the

binary separation, only the mass loss of the non-

rejuvenated donor is strongly impacted by the change

of resolution. In fact, Non-rej.(6, 0.63) shows a 40%

decrease in mass loss compared to the lower resolution

runs, but a 100% increase when considering the more

conservative energy criterion. Furthermore, the rejuve-

nation of the donor also affects the mass loss: the rejuve-

nated giant loses 0.055 Menv while the non-rejuvenated

one loses 0.075 Menv when considering the less conserva-

tive formula for mass loss. While both donor models do

not yield great mass loss, the mass loss increases by 35%

between the rejuvenated and non-rejuvenated cases.

Interestingly, this trend reverses when considering the

more conservative criterion for mass loss. The mass

loss in the rejuvenated systems reaches 0.02Menv against

0.01Menv in the non-rejuvenated case, effectively show-

ing a 100% increase when taking rejuvenation into ac-

count. The overall mass loss greatly decreases when

considering only the kinetic and potential contributions

to the total energy of the gas, indicating that internal

energy is not efficiently converted to kinetic energy. Ad-

ditionally, the amount of mass lost in non-rejuvenated

envelopes significantly decreases after half of the inspiral
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has passed, suggesting that part of the ejected envelope

slows down and becomes bound again.

Overall, the total mass unbound by the CEE is low,

which is consistent with the cores merging. However the

resolution of our simulation is too low to resolve the late

phase of the inspiral, which could lead to a higher mass

loss rate and potentially the stabilisation of the binary

orbit.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have performed 3D hydrodynamics simulations of

CEE using rejuvenated and non-rejuvenated donor mod-

els. We have found that rejuvenation does impact the

speed of the inspiral, the shape of the ejecta and the

amount of mass loss.

In our simulations, taking rejuvenation into account

resulted in a faster inspiral and less efficient envelope

unbinding. This is likely due to the increase of den-

sity in the outer envelope of the rejuvenated donor (see

upper panel of Fig 1), which strengthens the drag on

the companion when it starts to plunge in the envelope.

A more thorough analysis of the results of the simula-

tions will be performed to characterise more accurately

the impact of rejuvenation. In particular, we will study

the morphology of the ejecta and the distribution of un-

bound mass in more details.

We note that our current simulations have relatively

large core sizes that do not allow to resolve the region

close to the CEB, where the difference in binding energy

is supposed to be the strongest. Therefore, simulations

with smaller core sizes and higher resolution are needed

to study the full impact of rejuvenation.

Finally, As mentioned in Section 3.1, the highest

resolution run of the non-rejuvenated envelope Non-

rej.(6, 0.63) shows peculiar results, indicating issues with

our simulations. Specifically, we have found problems in

the setup of the binary systems, during which the gas

was mistakenly set in co-rotation with the binary, as

well as issues with the mapping of the MESA models to

the FLASH grid. These issues will be corrected and the

simulations reran before submitting the paper based on

this project.

This project was initiated at the 2023 Kavli Summer

Program in Astrophysics held at the Max Planck Insti-

tute for Astrophysics (MPA). We thank MPA and the

Kavli Program for their support. FLASH was developed

and is maintained largely by the DOE-supported Flash

Center for Computational Science at the University of

Chicago (now at the University of Rochester). Simula-

tions were performed using computational resources at

MPA and Charles University.

Software: FLASH (Fryxell et al. 2000; Dubey et al.

2008) yt (Turk et al. 2011) Matplotlib (Hunter 2007)

NumPy (Harris et al. 2020)
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